
Dear Parents, 
 
Thank you for your cooperation and supporting your child with these tasks for today. 
Please note that you will not need to print anything out. I wanted to remind you that 
some of these activities are also in your packet. 
 
1. Students brought home their SuperKids textbook. Students will turn to page 52 and 
read “Rex King’s Visit” and answer the questions below: 
-Who are the characters? 
-What happened first? 
-What was the problem? 
-How did the superkids solve the problem? 
 
Students should also read the first story “Play Ball!” on page 44-51.  They will read the 
new story “Rex King’s Visit” on page 52-60.  They may also re-read “A Super Day at 
Happy Land” out loud to work on fluency.  
 
2. Attached are two stories that students will need to read and write down the answers 
to the questions on a piece of paper. The answers should be either scanned in or take a 
picture of them and send it to my email (ftahmassebi@stbruno.com) They will also need 
to identify and write down all the words that have the same vowel pattern. These stories 
are also in the packet. 
 
The two stories are called: 
-The Zoo 
-Proud Mouse 
 
3.  Brain pop is offering free subscriptions right now due to the school closures.  I am 
including the link for free subscriptions below: 
 
https://go.brainpop.com/COVID19?utm_source=bp-com&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign
=coronavirus&utm_content=free-access 
 
Students will complete assignment 12.2 from their packet as well as the reteach/enrich 
11.1 pages.  There will be no assignments to finish on iknowit today! 
 
 
4. For social studies we have talked about the compass rose and I have done a couple 
videos on how to draw a map of a bedroom.  Please finish drawing their bedroom map 



with their symbols and key.  I have done two lessons explaining what I expect.  The 
videos are on my youtube channel (link below),class dojo, and also shared through 
email. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrerOm7GiSb0d1A5LzUn4Qw/ 
 
5. This week in religion we are going to be talking about stations of the cross.  Today, I 
would just like students to watch the video below about the stations of the cross to get 
an idea of Jesus’ journey to the cross.  In the students packets there is a story that has 
to do with the stations of the cross.  It is also attached to this email. I added a page that 
students can color and cut out that says “I love you Jesus.” 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2lAR8tODQE 
 
6. I have included a sentence sing along song and would like the students to learn and 
send a video of a section of the song that they sung. 
 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Wrv_ZviMEc 
 
7.  There is a handwriting page that I have also included in the packet and they are 
attached as well. 
 
Thank you for your cooperation.  I hope your family is safe and healthy during this time. 
Please let me know if you have any questions.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Tahmassebi 
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